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Abstract 

Let S be a set of n points in 1R d and let t > 1 be areal number. At-spanner 
for S is a directed graph having the points of S as its vertices, such that for 
any pair p and q of points there is a path from p to q of length at most t times 
the Euclidean distance between p and q. Such a path is called at-spanner path. 
The spanner diameter of such a spanner is defined as the smallest integer D 
such that for any pair p and q of points there is at-spanner path from p to q 
containing at most D edges. 

A randomized algorithm is given for constructing at-spanner that, with 
high probability, contains O(n) edges and has spanner diameter O(logn). A 
data structure of size O( n logd n) is given that maintains this t-spanner in 
o (logd n log log n) expected amortized time per insertion and deletion, in the 
model of random updates, as introduced by Mulmuley. 

Previously, no results were known for spanners with low spanner diameter 
and for maintaining spanners under insertions and deletions. 

1 Introduction 

Given a set S of n points in JRd, where dis a constant, and areal number t > 1, a 
t-spanner for S is a directed graph on S such that for each pair p and q of points of 
S there is a path from p to q having length at most t times the Euclidean distance 
between p and q. We caU such a path at-spanner path. 

The problem of constructing t-spanners has received great attention. For the planar 
case, i.e., d = 2, Keil and Gutwin [7] introduce the so-caUed 0-graph. They prove that 

·Some of the results of this paper will appear in Proc. 35th Annu. IEEE Symp. on Foundations 
of Computer Science (FOCS), 1994, under the title Randomized and deterministie algorithms for 
geometrie spanners of small diameter. 
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for an appropriate choice of 0 this graph is at-spanner with O( n) edges, and they 
give an O( n log n) time algorithm to construct it. Ruppert and Seidel [13] generalize 
this result to any fixed dimension d. They show that the d-dimensional 0-graph is a 
t-spanner having O( n) edges and that it can be constructed in O( n logd-l n) time. 

In Callahan and Kosaraju [3], Salowe [14] and Vaidya [15], optimal algorithms are 
given for constructing t-spanners: For any set S of n points in IRd, d ~ 2, and for any 
t > 1, at-spanner for S having O(n) edges can be constructed in O(nlog n) time. 

There are several interesting quantities related to at-spanner. First, it is dear 
that any spanner must have at least n - 1 edges. All spanners referred to above have 
O( n) edges, which is optimal. Second, the total length of all edges in a spanner is 
always at least equal to the length of a minimum spanning tree for S. We denote the 
latter by wt( MST). Das and N arasimhan [5] give an O( n log2 n) time algorithm for 
constructing at-spanner with O( n) edges. Combining their results with those in Das, 
Narasimhan and Salowe [6] shows that the totallength of the edges of this spanner is 
bounded by O( wt( MST)) . This result holds for any fixed dimension d. 

For constructing bounded degree spanners, the best result is by Arya and Smid [2]: 
They give an O( n logd n) time algorithm that builds at-spanner such that each point 
has a degree that is bounded by a constant. In fact, a variant of their algorithm, 
combined with results of [5, 6], pro duces a bounded degree t-spanner such that the 
totallength of all edges is bounded by O( wt(MST)). This variant also has running 
time O( n logd n). 

All spanners referred to above have a disadvantage in comparison with the complete 
Euclidean graph. Although the Euclidean lengths of t-spanner paths are within a 
constant factor of the Euclidean distance between points, the number of edges in these 
paths may generally be as large as O(n). The resulting inefficiency of computing 
spanner paths, storing them, and traversing them is a significant limitation in their 
usefulness. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing t-spanners with O( n) edges 
and small spanner diameter. That is, for each pair p and q of points there must be 
at-spanner path from p to q consisting of only a small number of edges. Moreover, 
it should be possible to compute such at-spanner path efficiently. To our knowledge, 
this natural problem has not been considered before. 

A second disadvantage of the known spanners is that they are static. That is, no 
efficient algorithms are known for maintaining at-spanner when points are inserted 
and/or deleted in the set S. In the second part of this paper, we consider the problem 
of designing dynamic data structures for maintaining at-spanner. 

1.1 Summary of results 

Intuitively, our results may be viewed as one way of generalizing skip lists to higher 
dimensions. Assume that the points of S are one-dimensional. Consider a skip list [12] 
for the points of S. By "ftattening" the nodes of the skip list down to the lowest 
level, we can regard this data structure as a directed graph on S. This graph has an 
expected number of O( n) edges. For each pair p and q of points, there is a path from 
p to q having length Ip - ql and containing an expected number of O(log n) edges. In 
fact, even the expected maximum number of edges on any such path is bounded by 
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O(1og n). (See [10].) As a result, the skip list is al-spanner with expected spanner 
diameter O(log n). This spanner can be maintained in O(log n) expected time per 
insertion and deletion. 

In this paper, we generalize this idea to the d-dimensional case, for any fixed d, 
by combining the 9-graph of [7, 13] with skip lists. For any fixed t > 1, we get a 
t-spanner, which we call a skip list spanner. 

We will show that the skip list spanner has an expected number of O( n) edges, 
and its expected spanner diameter is bounded by O(log n). Also, we will show that 
the expected maximum time to construct at-spanner path from any point of S to any 
other point of S is bounded by O(log n). These bounds even hold with high prob ability. 
Note that hence the existence of at-spanner having O( n) edges and O(log n) spanner 
diameter has been proven. 

For a standard skip list it is relatively easy to show that the expected spanner 
diameter is bounded by O(1og n). (See [10, 12].) For d-dimensional skip list spanners, 
however, the proof turns out to be more diflicult. 

Using range trees [8, 11], we can construct the skip list spanner in O(nlogd- 1 n) 
expected time and O( n logd-2 n) space. 

We are not able to give eflicient algorithms for maintaining the skip list spanner un
der arbitrary insertions and deletions. In the model of random updates, as introduced 
by Mulmuley [10], we do get an algorithm that is fast in the expected sense: Again 
using range trees, we design a data structure of size O( n logd n) that maintains the 
skip list spanner in O(logd n log log n) expected amortized time per random insertion 
and deletion. 

The skip list spanner is a randomized data structure. In [1], deterministic algo
rithms are given for constructing t-spanners having O( n) edges and O(log n) spanner 
diameter. At present, however, no eflicient algorithms are known to update these 
deterministic spanners. 

The rest of this paper is organized as folIows. In Section 2, we give the basic 
definitions, introduce the 9-graph, prove some basic results about it, and show how to 
construct this graph efliciently. Our construction uses a logarithmic factor less space 
than that of [13]. In Section 3, we define the skip list spanner, give the algorithm 
to construct at-spanner path from any point to any other point, and prove that 
the expected running time and the expected spanner diameter are both bounded by 
o (log n). Section 4 considers the problem of maintaining the skip list spanner in 
the model of random insertions and deletions. Finally, in Section 5, we give some 
concluding remarks. 

2 Spanners, simplicial cones and the 8-graph 

Let S be a set of n points in md. We will consider graphs having the points of S as 
their vertices. For convenience, we assume that all graphs are directed. The weight of 
an edge (p, q) is defined as the Euclidean distance between p and q. The weight 0/ a 
path in a graph is defined as the sum of the weights of all edges on the path. If (p, q) 
is an edge, then p is called its source and q is called its sink. 
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Let t > 1. A graph G = (S, E) is called at-spanner {or S if for any pair p and 
q of points of S there is a path in G from p to q having weight at most t times the 
Euclidean distance between p and q. Any path satisfying this condition is called a 
t-spanner path from p to q. Given at-spanner for S, we define a path query to be a 
pair (p, q) of points in S. The answer to a path query is at-spanner path from p to 
q. An augmented spanner is a spanner together with an associated data structure for 
answering path queries andjor supporting updates. 

It is not a restriction to consider only directed graphs. Any directed t-spanner can 
be converted into an undirected t-spanner by making the edges undirected. Similarly, 
given an undirected t-spanner, we get a directed t-spanner by replacing each undirected 
edge {p, q} by a pair (p, q) and (q, p) of directed edges. 

Since any t-spanner must be connected, it must have at least n-l edges. Therefore, 
the goal is to construct t-spanners having O( n) edges, where the constant factor only 
depends on t and d. 

The spanner diameter of at-spanner is defined as the smallest number D such that 
for any pair p and q of points there is at-spanner path from p to q containing at most 
D edges. In this paper, we want to construct spanners with a low spanner diameter. 

The Euclidean distance between the points p and q in IRd is denoted by Ipql. The 
following lemma is useful for showing that a graph is at-spanner. 

Lemma 1 Let t > 1 be any real number and let S be a set of points in IRd
• Let 

G = (S, E) be any directed graph such that the following holds. For any two distinct 
points p and q of S, there is a point r in S such that 

1. (p, r) is an edge of E, and 

2. Irqi::; Ipql- tlprl· 

Then the graph G is at-spanner for S. 

Proof: The proof is by induction on the rank of the interpoint distance. Let p, q be a 
closest pair of S. We claim that (p, q) is an edge of G. If this is true, then clearly there 
is at-spanner path from p to q. Assume that (p, q) is not an edge. Let r be a point 
of S such that 1. and 2. hold. Note that r ::j:. p. Therefore, 2. implies that Irql < Ipql, 
which is a contradiction. 

Let p, q be a pair of points of Sand assume that there are t-spanner paths between 
any pair of points that are at distance less than Ipql. If (p, q) is an edge of G, then 
there is at-spanner path from p to q. Assume that (p, q) is not an edge. Let r be a 
point of S such that 1. and 2. hold. Then r ::j:. p, r ::j:. q and, by 2., Irql < Ipql. Hence, 
by the induction hypothesis, there is at-spanner path from r to q. Consider the path 
that starts in p, takes the edge to r and then follows the t-spanner path from r to q. 
This path has weight at most Iprl + tlrql. It follows immediately from 2. that this 
expression is at most equal to tlpql. Hence, there is at-spanner path from p to q .• 

Let p and q be points in IRd
, both not equal to the origin 0, and let H be the 

two-dimensional plane that contains p, q and O. (If p = q, then we take for H any 
--t --t 

plane that contains p and 0.) The vectors Op and Oq are both contained in H. The 
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angle between these vectors, which is areal number in the interval [0 : 7r], is denoted 
byangle(p,q). 

We introduce the notion of cones. A (simplicial) cone is the intersection of d 
halfspaces in IRd

• The hyperplanes that bound these halfspaces are assumed to be in 
general position, in the sense that their interseetion is a point, called the apex of the 
cone. In the plane, a cone having its apex at the point p is a wedge bounded by two 
rays emanating from p that make an angle at most equal to 7r. 

Let C be any cone in IRd having its apex at the point p. The angular diameter of 
C is defined as the maximum value of angle ( q - p, r - p), w here q and r range over all 
points of C n IRd

• For d = 2, this is exactly the angle between the two rays that form 
the boundary of C. 

Let 8 be a :fi.xed real number such that 0 < 8 :::; 7r. Let C be a collection of cones 
such that 

1. each cone has its apex at the origin, 

2. each cone has angular diameter at most 8, 

3. all cones cover IRd
• 

In Yao [16], it is shown how such a collection C, consisting of O((c/8)d-l) cones for 
a suitable constant c, can be obtained. In the plane and for 8 = 27r / k, we just rotate 
the positive x-axis over angles i . 8, 0 :::; i < k. This gives k rays. The wedge between 
two successive rays de:fines a co ne of C. 

For each cone C E C, let lc be a :fi.xed ray that emanates from the origin and that 
is contained in C. 

Let C be any cone of C and let p be any point in IRd
• We define Cp := C + p := 

{x + p : x E Cl, i.e., Cp is the cone obtained by translating C such that its apex is at 
p. Similarly, we define lc,P := lc + p. Hence, Ic,P is a ray that emanates from p and 
that is contained in the translated cone Cp • 

Now we can introduce 0-graphs. Keil and Gutwin [7] defined these for the case 
d = 2. Ruppert and Seidel [13] defined them for arbitrary dimensions d ~ 2. 

Definition 1 ([7, 13]) Let k ~ 2 be an integer and let 8 = 27r/k. Let S be a set of 
points in IRd

• The directed graph 0(S,k) is defined as folIows. 

1. The vertices of 0(S, k) are the points of S. 

2. For each point p of S and each cone C of C such that the translated cone Cp 

contains points of S \ {p}, there is an edge from p to the point r in Cp n S \ {p} 
whose orthogonal projection onto lc,p is dosest to p. (If there are several such 
points r then we take an arbitrary one.) 

See Figure 1 for an illustration in the planar case. 

Remark 1 If we take for r the point in Cp n S \ {P} that is dosest to p, then we get 
Yao's geographie neighbor graph [16]. Defining the edges as in Definition 1 has the 
advantage that the corresponding graph can be constructed in O(nlogO(l)n) time. For 
dimensions d > 2, it is not known if the geographie neighbor graph can be constructed 
within this time bound. 
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Figure 1: illustration of the graph S(S,k) for d= 2. 

We now prove that for k > 8, the graph S( S, k) is a spanner. We remark that this 
was proved already in [7] for the ease where d = 2 and in [13] for the ease where d 2: 2. 
Our proof is different from that of [7], but similar to the one in [13]. We give the proof 
here, in order to be self-eontained. First, we prove a geometrie lemma, whieh holds 
for k 2: 8. 

Lemma 2 Let k 2: 8 be an integer, let 6 = 27r / k, let p and q be any two distinct points 
in JRd, and let C be the cone 01 C such that q E Cp • Let r be any point in JRd n Cp 

such that the projection 01 r onto the ray Ic,p is at least as close to p as the projection 
01 q onto IcoP . Then 

1. Iprl eos 6 :$ Ipql, and 

2. Irql:$ Ipql- (eos6 - sin6)lprl· 

Proof: If r = q, then 1. and 2. both hold. Therefore, assume in the rest of the proof 
that r i- q. Let H be the two-dimensional plane that eontains the ray Ic,p and the point 
q. Let q' be the projeetion of q onto IcoP and let a be the angle between the veetor pq 
and the ray Ic,p. Note that 0 :$ a :$ 6. Then Ipq'l = Ipql eos a :$ Ipql. Similarly, let H' 
be the two-dimensional plane that eontains Ic,p and r, let r' be the projeetion of r onto 

lc,p, and let ß be the angle between pt and lc,p. Then Ipr'l = Iprl eos ß 2: Iprl eos 6. 
By our assumption, we have Ipr'l :$ Ipq'l. Therefore, Iprl eos 6 :$ Ipr'l :$ Ipq'l :$ Ipql, 

whieh proves 1. 
To prove 2., let H" be the two-dimensional plane that contains the points p, q and 

r. Let 1 be the line through p and q, and let s be the projection of r onto I. Finally, let 
I be the angle between the vectors pq and pt. Note that 0 :$ I :$ 6. We distinguish 
two cases depending on whether Ipsl :$ Ipql or Ipsl > Ipql. (See Figure 2.) 
Case 1: Ipsl :$ Ipql. 

We have Ir si = Ipr I sin I :$ Ipr I sin 6 and Ips I = Ipr I cos I 2: Ipr I cos 6. A pplying the 
triangle inequality gives 

Irql :$ Irsl + Isql 
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p~~--~-------+----~------ p~~--~-------'~----------

Case 2: Ipsl > Ipql. 

Figure 2: Cases 1 and 2. 

- Irsl + Ipql - Ipsl 

< Iprl sin 8 + Ipql - Iprl cos 8 

- Ipql - (cos 8 - sin 8)lprl· 

Wehave Irsl = Iprl sinl' and Ipsl = Iprl cosI'. Applying the triangle inequality and 
using the fact that the function sin z + cos z is non-decreasing for 0 :::; z :::; 'Ir 14 gives 

Irql < Irsl + Isql 
Irsl + Ipsl - Ipql 

Iprl(sin I' + cos 1') - Ipql 

< IprI (sin 8 + cos 8) - Ipql. 

By 1., we have Iprl cos 8 :::; Ipql, which is equivalent to the inequality 

Iprl(sin 8 + cos 8) - Ipql :::; Ipql - (cos 8 - sin 8)lprl· 

This proves that Irqi:::; Ipql- (cos8 - sin8)lprl .• 

CoroUary 1 ([7, 13]) Let k > 8 be an integer, let 8 = 27r I k and let S be a set of 
points in IRd ~ The graph 9(S,k) is at-spanner for t = 1/(cos 8 - sin 8). It contains 
O( (cl 8)d-l n) edges, for some constant c. 

Proof: Since k > 8, we have 0 < cos 8 - sin 8 < 1. Therefore, t > 1. Lemma 2 implies 
that the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Hence, 9(S,k) is at-spanner. It follows 
from the definition of 9( S, k) that each point of S has out-degree at most the number 
of cones in C. This proves that the total number of edges is bounded by O((cI8)d-l n ) . 

• 
Remark 2 For any t > 1, there is a k > 8 such that 1 < 1/( cos 8 - sin 8) :s; t holds 
for 8 = 2'1rlk. Hence, for each t > 1, we get at-spanner containing O(n) edges. 
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Next, we consider the problem of constructing the graph 0(S, k). In [7], it is shown 
how this problem can be solved in O( n log n) time using O( n) space for the case where 
d = 2. In [13], an algorithm is given that contructs the graph 0( S, k) in O( n logd-l n) 
time using O( n logd-l n) space, for any fixed dimension d 2: 2. We change the latter 
solution slightly, resulting in an algorithm having the same running time but using 
only O( n logd-2 n) space. 

Before we can give the algorithm, we need to introduce some notation. Let C be 
any cone of C. Recall that C is the intersection of d halfspaces. Let h1 , h2 , ••• , hd be 
the hyperplanes that bound these halfspaces, and let H 1 , H 2 , ••• , Hd be lines through 
the origin such that Hi is orthogonal to hi , 1 :::; i :::; d. We give the line Hi a direction 
such that the cone C is "above" hi • Let L be the line that contains the ray lc . We 
give L the same direction as lc . (See Figure 3 for an illustration in the planar case.) 

h1 +p 

H1 

L - • ~ lc,P 
P 

H2 

h2 +p 

Figure 3: The directed lines H1 , H2 and L, and the translated cone Cp • 

Let p be any point in IRd. We write the coordinates of p with respect to the 
standard coordinate axes as Pl,P2, ... ,Pd. For 1 :::; i :::; d, we denote by p~ the signed 
Euclidean distance between the origin and the orthogonal projection of p onto Hi , 

where the sign is positive or negative according to whether this projection is to the 
"right" or "left" of the origin. Similarly, P~+1 denotes the signed Euclidean distance 
between the origin and the orthogonal projection of p onto L. 

In this way, we can write the cone C as C = {x E IRd : x~ 2: 0,1 :::; i :::; d}. For 
p E IRd, we can write the translated cone Cp with apex p as 

Cp = {x E IRd 
: x~ 2: p~, 1 :::; i :::; d}. 

We define -Cp := -C + p := {-x + p: x E Cl. Then we have 

-Cp = {x E IRd 
: x~ :::; p~, 1 :::; i :::; d}. 

Let p be a point of S. Computing the edge of 0(S, k) with source p and sink in 
the cone Cp is equivalent to finding among all points q E S \ {p} such that q: 2: p~ for 
all 1 :::; i :::; d, a point with minimal q~+1-coordinate. 
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We define a d-Iayer data structure having the form of a range tree [8, 11] that will 
be used to construct the graph 9(S, k). This data structure depends on the cone G. 

There is a balanced binary search tree storing the points of S in its leaves, sorted 
by their ~ -coordinates. (Points with equal q~ -coordinates are stored in lexicographical 
order.) For each node v of this tree, let Sv be the subset of S that is stored in the 
subtree of v. Then v contains apointer to the root of a balanced binary search tree 
storing the points of Sv in its leaves, sorted by their q~-coordinates. (Points with equal 
q~-coordinates are stored such that the points (q~, ... ,qd) are in lexicographical order.) 
Each node W of this tree contains apointer to the root of a balanced binary search 
tree storing the points of w's subtree in its leaves, sorted by their q~-coordinates, etc. 
At the d-th layer, there is a balanced binary search tree storing a sub set of S in its 
leaves, sorted by their qd-coordinates. The binary tree that stores points sorted by 
their q~-coordinates is called a layer-i tree. 

With each node u of any layer-d tree, we store the following additional information. 
Consider the sub set of S that is stored in the subtree of u. We store with u the point 
of this subset whose qd+l-coordinate is minimal. (If there are several such points then 
we store only one of them.) 

Given this data structure, we can compute the edges (p, q) of 9(S, k) such that 
q E Gp : 

Consider any point p E JRd. We compute a set of O(logd n ) canonical no des of 
layer-d trees, such that all subsets stored in the subtrees of these no des partition the 
set of all points of S \ {p} that are contained in the cone Gp • With each of these nodes 
u, we have stored a point qu such that q~,d+l is minimal in the subtree of u. Let q be 
a point such that q~,d+l is minimal over all canonical nodes u. Then (p, q) is an edge 
in 9(S, k). 

The following lemma gives the complexity of the data structure. The proof is 
exact1y the same as that for a standard range tree. For details, we refer the reader to 
Lueker [8]. We remark that theadditional information-the minimal qd+l-coordinates 
stored in the nodes of the layer-d trees-can be computed in O( n logd-l n) time by a 
bottom-up procedure. 

Lemma 3 Let S be a set of n points in JRd, and let G be a cone of C. The above 
d-layered data structure has size O( n logd-l n) and can be built in O( n logd-l n) time. 
We can maintain this data structure in O(logd n) amortized time per insertion and 
deletion. Given any point p E IRd, we can compute in O(logd n) time a point q in 
Gp n S \ {p} for which qd+l is minimal, or determine that such a point does not exist. 

Hence, we can construct the graph 9( S, k) in O( n logd n) time by building the above 
data structure for each cone G separately andby querying it with each point of S. 
We can save a factor of log n by observing that all query points are known in advance; 
these are precisely the points of S. Again, we consider each cone G separately. We 
sort the points of S by their p~ -coordinates. Then we sweep over them in decreasing 
order. All visited points are maintained in the data structure of Lemma 3, by taking 
only the final d coordinates p~, ... ,Pd+l into account. (That is, we apply Lemma 3 for 
dimension d - 1.) 
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If the sweep line encounters a new point p, then we query the data structure and 
find a point q such that q: > p~ for all 2 ~ i ~ d, and for which qd+1 is minimal. Since 
at this moment, the data structure contains exact1y all points r of S having a first 
coordinate r~ which is at least equal to p~, we know that q is in fact a point of S such 
that q: ~ p~ for all 1 ~ i ~ d, and for which qd+1 is minimal. Hence, (p, q) is an edge of 
E>(S, k). We now insert the point (p~, ... ,Pd+1) into the data structure and the sweep 
line moves to the next point of S. 

It is dear that this algorithm correctly constructs the graph 8( S, k). We summarize 
our result: 

Theorem 1 Let k > 8 be an integer, let B = 27r j k, and let S be a set of n points in IRd . 

The graph E>(S,k) is at-spanner for t = 1j(cosB - sinB). It contains O((cjB)d-1 n ) 
edges, for some constant c. Using 0(( cj B)d-1 n + n logd-2 n) space, this graph can be 
constructed in time O((cjB)d-1 n logd-1 n). 

3 The skip list spanner 

We have seen that the graph E>(S,k) is at-spanner for t = 1j(cosB - sinB). Suppose 
that all points of S lie on a line. Then, E>( S, k) can be seen as a list containing the 
points of S in the order in which they occur on this line. Clearly, this graph has 
spanner diameter n - 1. 

In this section, we construct at-spanner whose spanner diameter is bounded by 
O(log n) with high probability. The basic idea is to generalize skip lists [12]. 

Let S be a set of n points in IRd. We construct a sequence of subsets, as follows: 
Let Sl = S. Let i ~ 1 and assume that we already have constructed the sub set Si. For 
each point of Si, we flip a fair coin. (All coin flips are independent.) The set Si+1 is 
defined as the set of all points of- Si whose coin flip produced heads. The construction 
stops if Si+1 = 0. Let h denote the number of iterations of this construction. Then we 
have sets 

o = SM1 ~ Sh ~ Sh-1 ~ Sh-2 ~ ... ~ S2 ~ Sl = S. 

The following lemma is weil known. (For a proof, see e.g. [10].) 

Lemma 4 Consider the sets Si, 1 ~ i < h, produced by the given random process. 
We have 

1. h = O(log n) with high probability. In particular, E(h) = O(log n). 

2. E(ISil) = nj2i- 1, 1 ~ i ~ h. 

3. E~=l ISil = O(n) with high probability. In particular, E(E?:l ISil) = O(n). 

Definition 2 Let k ~ 2 be an integer and let B = 27r jk. Let S be a set of n points 
in IRd. Consider the subsets Si, 1 ~ i ~ h, that are constructed by the given coin 
flipping process. The skip list spanner, SLS(S, k), for S is defined as follows. 

1. For each 1 ~ i ~ h, there is a list Li storing the points of Si (in no particular 
order). We say that the points of Si are at level i of the data structure. 
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2. For each 1 ~ i ~ h, there is a graph 9(Si,k). 

3. For each 1 ~ i ~ h, there is a reversed graph 9 /( Si, k), which is obtained from 
9 (Si, k) by reversing the direction of each edge. 

4. For each 1 < i ~ hand each p E Si, the occurrence of p in Li contains apointer 
to its occurrence in Li-1' 

5. For each 1 ~ i < h and each p E Si+1, the occurrence of p in Li contains a 
pointer to its occurrence in Li +1 • 

Note that if all points of S lie on a line, we get a standard skip list. We will regard 
SLS(S, k) as a directed graph with vertex set S and edge set the union of the edge 
sets ofthe graphs 9(Si,k) and 9 /(Si,k). 

Lemma 5 Let k > 8 be an integer, let 8 = 211"/ k and let S be a set of n points in IRd
• 

The skip list spanner SLS(S, k) is at-spanner for t = 1/( cos 8 - sin 8). It contains 
O( (c/ 8)d-1 n) edges, for some constant c. Also with high probability, this graph can be 
constructed in time O((c/8)d-1nlogd-1 n) using O((C/8)d-1n +nlogd- 2 n) space. 

Proof: The skip list spanner contains 9(S,k), which, by Theorem 1, is at-spanner. 
Therefore, SLS ( S, k) is also at-spanner. Also, by Theorem 1, the number of edges 
of SLS(S,k) is bounded by O(Ef:1(C/8)d-1ISi l). Lemma 4 implies that, with high 
prob ability, this summation is bounded by O((c/8)d-1n). If the number of edges is 
larger, then we repeat the construction until SLS(S,k) contains O((c/8)d-1 n ) edges. 
The bounds on the space requirement and the construction time follow in a similar 
way .• 

Now we give the algorithm for solving path queries. That is, given points p and 
q of S, we show how to construct at-spanner path from p to q. Of course, we can 
construct such a path by using only edges of 9(S,k). In order to reduce the number 
of edges on the path, however, we do the following. 

We start in the occurrence of p at level one of the skip list spanner and construct 
a path from p towards q. Suppose we have already constructed a path from p to z. If 
z = q, then we have reached our destination. Assume that z =I q. We check if z occurs 
at level two. Assume this is not the case. Then we extend the path as follows. Let C 
be the cone of C such that q E Cz;. Let Zl be the point of Cz; n Sl such that (Z,Z/) is 
an edge of 9(SI, k I is the next p~rlI'lmnthe path from p towards q, i.e., we 
set z := Z/. We keep on growing this path until z = q or the point z occurs at level 
two of the skip list spanner. If z occurs at level two, we start growing a path from q 
towards z. Suppose we have already constructed a path from q to y. We stop growing 
this path if y is equal to one of the points on the path from p to z, or y occurs at level 
two. If y is equal to the point, say, p' on the path from p to z, then we report the 
path in 9( SI, k) from p to p', followed by the reverse of the path in 9( Sb k) from q 
to p'. (Note that the latter is a path in 9 /(S,k) and, hence, in SLS(S,k).) Otherwise, 
if y occurs at level two, then we move with z and y to the second level of the skip 
list spanner and use the same procedure to extend the paths from z to y. The formal 
algorithm is given in Figure 4. 
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Algorithm walk(p, q) 
(* P and q are points of S; the algorithm constructs at-spanner path in the 
skip list spanner SLS(S,k) from P to q *) 
begin 
Po := P; qo := q; a := 0; b := 0; r := 0; s := 0; ~ := 1; 
(* Po =P,Pl"'"P""",Pa and qo = q,ql, ... ,q., ... ,qb are 
paths in SLS(S,k), r = min{j: Pi E Si}, s = min{j : qi E Si}, and 
P .. ,Pr+l,·· "pa,q.,q.H,···,qb E Si *) 
stop := false; 
while stop = false 

do while pa =I- qb and pa ~ SiH 
do C := cone of C such that qb E CPo.; 

od; 

pa+l := point of CPo. n Si such that (Pa,Pa+d is an edge of 8(Si, k); 
a:= a + 1 

(* Pa = qb or Pa E Si+l *) 
while qb ~ {P .. ,P .. +l,···,Pa} and qb ~ Si+l 
do C := cone of C such that Pa E Cqh ; 

od; 

qb+l := point of Cq6 n Si such that (qb,qb+l) is an edge of 8(Si,k); 
b:= b + 1 

(* qb E {P .. ,P .. +l,·· . ,Pa} or both Pa and qb occur in Si+l *) 
if qb E {P",P .. +ll··· ,Pa} 
then 1 := index such that qb = Pli 

output the path PO,Pl, ... ,Pl, qb-l, qb-2,"" qo; 
stop := true 

else i := i + 1; r := a; s := b 
fi 

od 
end 

Figure 4: Constructing at-spanner path from P to q in the skip list spanner. 
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Lemma 6 Let k > 8 and B = 27r / k. For any pair P and q of points in S, algorithm 
walk(p, q) constructs at-spanner path in SLS(S, k) /rom P to q, fort = 1/( cos B-sin B). 

Proof: In this proof, we use the notation of the algorithm in Figure 4. Consider the 
paths Po = P,Pl,P2, ... and qo = q, qI, q2, ... that are constructed by the algorithm. 
First note that if Pa =I qb and Pa rt Si+!, then Pa+l exists, i.e., as long as the two paths 
do not meet and the last point on the p-path does not occur at level i + 1, the p-path 
can always move to a next point. A similar observation shows that the q-path can 
always be extended. 

The proof of the lemma is by induction on the number of levels of the skip list 
spanner. To prove the base case, assume that SLS (S, k) consists of only one level. 
Consider what happens during the first iteration of the out er while-Ioop. In the first 
inner while-Ioop, a path Po = P,Pl,P2, ... is constructed. This inner while-Ioop termi
nates iff the last point on this path is equal to q. 

Let a 2:: 0 and consider the points Pa and Pa+!' Then Pa =1= q. Let C be the cone 
such that q E Cp ,.. It follows from the algorithm that (Pa,Pa+l) is an edge of the skip 
list spanner, Pa+! E Cp", and the projection of Pa+l onto the ray lc,p" is at least as 
elose to Pa as the projection of q onto [C,p", Therefore, by Lemma 2, we have 

(1) 

This proves that during each iteration of the first inner while-Ioop, the distance be
tween pa and q becomes strictly smaller. As a result, this while-Ioop terminates. Let 
z be the number of iterations made. Then the algorithm has constructed a path 
Po = P,PbP2,· •. ,Pz = q. The second inner while-Ioop does not make any iterations. 
Since the points Po, PI, ... ,Pz are pairwise distinct, the variable [ in the else-case has 
value z. Hence, the algorithm reports the path Po = p, PI, P2, ... ,Pz = q and termi
nates. The weight of this path is bounded by 

z-l 
'E IPaPa+!1 
a=O 

z-l 
< t 'E(IPaql- IPa+!ql) 

a=O 

t(IPoql- IPzql) 
- tlpql· 

Hence, the algorithm has constructed at-spanner path from P to q. This proves the 
base case of the induction. 

Let h > 1, and consider a skip list spanner consisting of h levels. Assume the 
lemma holds for all skip list spanners with less than h levels. 

Consider again the first iteration of the out er while-Ioop. During the first inner 
while-Ioop, a path Po = P,Pl,P2, ... ,Pz is constructed such that pz = q or pz E S2' 
Also, (1) holds for all 0 ~ a ~ z - 1. 

If pz = q, then the path Po = P,PbP2, ... ,pz is reported and the algorithm termi
nates. In exactly the same way as above, it follows that this path is at-spanner path 
from P to q. 

Assume that pz =I q. Then pz E S2' Note that the points PO,Pl,'" ,pz are pairwise 
distinct. During the second inner while-Ioop, a path qo = q, qb q2, ... is constructed. 
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Using Lemma 2, it follows that 

Iqb+1Pzl :s; IqbPzl- (cosO - sinO)lqbqb+11 < IqbPzl· (2) 

This second inner while-Ioop terminates ifI the last point on the q-path is equal to 
one of the pi's or occurs at level two of the skip list spanner. Since during each 
iteration, the distance between qb and pz becomes strictly smaller, this while-Ioop 
terminates. Let y be the number of iterations made. Then the algorithm has con
structed a path qo = q, q1, q2, .•. , qy. It follows from (2) that the points on this path 
are pairwise distinct. Then, it follows from the termination condition that all points 
PO,P1, ... ,pz,qO,q1, ... ,qy-1 are pairwise distinct. There are two possible cases. 

First assume that qy E {PO,P1,'" ,Pz}. Let 1 be such that qy = Pl. Then the 
algorithm reports the path Po = P,P1, ... ,Pl = qy, qy-1, . ·., qo = q, having weight 

l-l y-1 

L IPaPa+11 + L Iqbqb+11 
a=O b=O 

z-l y-1 

< L IPaPa+11 + L Iqbqb+11 
a=O b=O 

z-l y-1 

< t L(IPaql-IPa+1ql) + t L(lqbPzl-lqb+1Pzl) 
a=O b=O 

- t(lpoql-IPzql + IqoPzl-lqyPzl) 

t(lpql-lqyPzl) 

< tlpql · 

Hence, in this case the algorithm has constructed at-spanner path from p to q. 
Next assume that qy (j. {PO,P1, . • . ,pz}. Then qy E S2 and the algorithm moves to 

level two of the skip list spanner. Note that the rest of the algorithm "takes place" 
at levels 2, ... , h. These levels constitute a skip list spanner SLS(S2, k) consisting of 
h - 1 levels. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, at-spanner path from pz to qy 
is constructed during the rest of the algorithm. At termination, the algorithm reports 
the concatenation of the path PO,Pl,'" ,Pz, the t-spanner path from pz to qy, and the 
path qy, qy-1, . .. , qo. The weight of this path is bounded by 

z-l y-1 

L IPaPa+11 + t IPzqy 1 + L 1 qbqb+11 
a=O 1=0 

z-l y-1 

< t L(IPaql- IPa+1ql) + tlpzqyl + t L(lqbPz 1 - Iqb+1Pz I) 
a=O b=O 

- t(IPoql- IPzql + Ipzqyl + IqoPzl- IqyPzl) 

tlpql· 

Hence, also in this case the algorithm has constructed at-spanner path from P to q. 
This completes the proof .• 

Remark 3 Consider the t-spanner path P = PO,Pl, ... ,pl = qb,qb-1, ... ,qo = q that 
is computed by algorithm walk(p, q). It follows from the proof of Lemma 6 that for 
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each fixed i, all p-points and all q-points that are added during the iteration of the 
out er while-Ioop that takes place at level i are pairwise distinct. 

In the rest of this section, we analyze the expected behavior of algorithm walk. 
Let P and q be two fixed points of S. Let T and N denote the running time of 
algorithm walk(p, q) and the number of edges on the t-spanner path from p to q that is 
constructed by this algorithm, respectively. Note that T and N are random variables. 

For each point Pa+l added to the p-path, we have to find the cone C such that 
qo E Cpa , Similarly, for each point qb+l added to the q-path, we have to find the 
cone C' such that Pa E C~". In the plan ar case, such a cone can easily be computed 

from the angle made by the vector M (resp. ~) with the positive x-axis. For the 
d-dimensional case, we solve this problem as follows: 

Recall that each cone of C is defined by d hyperplanes. We store the arrangement 
of all these m := dlCI hyperplanes in the data structure of [4]. With each face of the 
arrangement we store the name of one cone that contains this face. This structure 
has size O(md ) and allows to locate any point in O(1ogm) time. Note that m = 
O((c/8)d-1 ). 

To find a cone C such that qb E CpA , we locate the point qb - Pa in the arrangement. 
The cone that is reported is the one we are looking for. 

It follows that T = O(Nlog(1/8) + h). Therefore, E(T) = O(E(N)log(1/8) + 
E(h)) = O(E(N)log(1/8) +Jogn). Hence, it suffices to estimate the expected value 
of N. Note that we use an extra amount of O((c/8)d(d-I») space. 

Consider again the paths Po = p, Pl,P2, ... and qo = q, qb q2, . .. that are constructed 
by the algorithm. Let i, 1 ::; i ::; h, be fixed. We estimate the expected number of 
points that are added to the paths at level i of the skip list spanner. 

Intuitively, the expected number of points added at level i is bounded by a constant. 
During the first inner while-Ioop, the p-path is extended until it meets the q-path or 
the last point on it occurs at level i + 1. Since each point of Si occurs at level i + 1 with 
prob ability 1/2, we expect that-at level i-at most a constant number of points are 
added to the p-path. During the second inner while-Ioop, the q-path is extended. By 
a similar argument, we expect that-at level i-at most a constant number of points 
are added to this path. 

To make this rigorous, we have to show that each point added to one of these paths 
indeed occurs at level i + 1 with probability 1/2. In particular, we have to show that it 
is not the case that the coin flips that are used to build the skip list spanner cause the 
algorithm to visit points at level i for which it is more likely that they do not occur 
at level i + 1. 

Fix the sets SI, S2, ... ,Si. Let rand s be the minimal indices such that P.,. E Si 
and q. E Si, respectively. Note that r and s are completely determined once p, q and 
SI, ... ,Si are fixed. 

For the sake 0/ analysis, assume that we have not yet flipped our coin for determin
ing the set Si+l' Consider the path p~ = P.,., P~+l 'P~+2' ... ,p~ = q. that the algorithm 
would have constructed if all points of Si did not occur at level i + 1. (It follows from 
the proof of Lemma 6 that the algorithm indeed would have constructed a path from 
P.,. to q.. Moreover, the points on this path are pairwise distinct.) Now let z be the 
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number of points that are added-at level i-to the p-path by the actual algorithm. 
Note that z is a random variable. 

Let 1 2: 0 and assume that z = 1. It is easy to see that p~ = p,.,p~+! = 
P,.+I, ... ,P~+l = P,.+l· It follows from the aetual algorithm that p~ rf. Si+! for all 
a, T ::; a ::; T + 1 - 1. Therefore, 

(
,.+1-1 ) 

Pr(z = 1) ::; Pr a~,. (p~ rf. Si+l) . 

Sinee the path p~, P~+I' ... ,p~ is eompletely determined by the points P and q and the 
sets SI, ... , Si, each of the points on thls path is contained in Si+! with probability 
1/2. Therefore, using the fact that all coin flips are independent, it follows that 
Pr(z = 1) ::; n:~~-1 Pr(p~ rf. Si+!) = (1/2)Z. That is, the random variable z has a 
geometric distribution with parameter 1/2. 

Again, for the sake 0/ analysis, consider the following experiment. We assume that 
we have not yet flipped our coin for determining the set Si+l. Now we flip the coin 
for the points p~, P~+I' P~+2' ... , in this order, stopping as soon as we obtain heads or 
after having obtained m - T times tails. Clearly, the number of times we obtain tails 
has the same distribution as the random variable z above. 

Let 1, 0 ::; 1 ::; m - T, be fixed and assume that z = l. If 1 = m - T, then the p-path 
construeted by the actual algorithm has reached point q. and the algorithm terminates. 
So assume that 1 < m - T. Then, at this moment, we know that p~,p~+!, ... ,P~+I-1 
do not oCCUI at level i + 1, P~+l oceurs at level i + 1, and for all points of SI := 

Si \ {p~, p~+! , ... , P~+l} we have not yet flipped the coin. Let q: = q., q~+! , q~+2' ... be 
the path that would have been constructed during the second inner while-Ioop if all 
points of Si did not occur at level i + 1. Let y be the number of points of Si that 
are added-at level i-to the q-path by the actual algorithm. Then, y is a random 
variable. 

Let t 2: 0 and assume that y = t. Then, q~ = q.,q.+! = q.+l, ... ,q~+t = q.+t. 
B R k 3 all . t " '" , . . di t· t I y emar , pom s P,., P"+I' ... ,P,.+l' q., q.+l' ... ,q.+t-l are palrWlSe s mc. n 
particular, q~ E Si for all b, s ::; b ::; s + t - 1. As a result, we can say that in the 
actual skip list spanner, each t& occurs at level i + 1 independently with prob ability 
1/2. Sinee q~ rf. Si+! for all b, s ::; b ::; s + t - 1, it follows that 

(

.+t-l ) 8+t-l 
Pr(y = t) ::; Pr ~ (q~ rf. Si+l) = !! Pr(q~ rf. Si+d = (1/2)t. 

To summarize, eonditional on fixed sub sets SI, S2, ... ,Si and a fixed value of the 
random variable z, the random variable y has a geometrie distribution with parameter 
1/2. Sinee this distribution does not depend on z, y also has a geometrie distribution 
eonditional on SI, .. . ,Si only. 

Altogether, eonditional on fixed subsets SI, S2, .. . ,Si, the random variables that 
eount the number of points that are added-at level i-to the p- and q-paths both 
have a geometrie distribution with parameter 1/2. Sinee both distributions do not 
depend on SI, .. . ,Si, this statement also holds uneonditionally. 

Now we can analyze the expeeted behavior of algorithm walk(p, q) in exaetly the 
same way as for standard skip lists. (See e.g. Seetion 1.4 in Mulmuley [10].) Reeall 
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that T and N denote the running time of algorithm walk(p, q) and the number of edges 
on the t-spanner path computed by this algorithm, respectively. We saw already that 
T = O(Nlog(1/9) + h). 

For 1 ::; i ::; h, let Mi (resp. Ni) denote the number of edges that are added 
at level i to the p-path (resp. q-path). Then N = E?=l(Mi + Ni). Moreover, 
Mb Nb M 2 , N2 , ••• , Mh , Nh are random variables, and each one is distributed accord
ing to a geometrie distribution with parameter 1/2. Each of these variables is indepen
dent of the ones that come later in the given enumeration. U sing the Chernoff bound 
and the fact that h = O(1og n) with high prob abilit y, it follows that N = O(1og n) 
with high probability. (See e.g. [10].) This implies that the running time T is bounded 
by 0(1og(1/9) log n) with high prob ability. 

These bounds hold for fixed points p and q of S. Since there are only a quadratic 
number of such pairs, it follows that the maximum running time of algorithm walk, and 
the maximum number of edges on any t-spanner path computed by this algorithm are 
bounded by O(log (1/9) log n) and O(log n), respectively, both with high probability. 
(See Observation 1.3.1 on page 10 of [10].) That is, with high probability, the skip list 
spanner has spanner diameter O(log n). In particular, this proves that there exists a 
t-spanner for S having O( n) edges and O(log n) spanner diameter. 

We summarize our result: 

Theorem 2 Let k > 8 be an integer, let 9 = 27r / k and let S be a set of n points in 
IRd

• 

1. The skip list spannerSLS(S,k) is at-spanner fort = 1/(cos9-sin9). It contains 
an expected number ofO((c/9)d-l n ) edges, for some constant c. 

2. Using O((c/9)d-l n + nlog d
-

2 n) expected space, this graph can be constructed in 
expected time O((c/9)d-ln logd-l n). 

3. The expected maximum time to construct at-spanner path /rom any point of S 
to any other point of S is bounded by O(log(1/9) log n). 

4. The expected spanner diameter of the skip list spanner is bounded by O(log n). 

5. In all these bounds, the expectation is taken over all coin flips that are used to 
build the skip list spanner. Moreover, all bounds hold with high probability. 

4 Maintaining the skip list spanner 

In this section, we consider the problem of maintaining the skip list spanner under 
insert ions and deletions of points. U nfortunately, it is not possible-for our spanner
to achieve polylogarithmic update time for arbitrary insert ions and deletions. Since 
there may be points in S( S, k) having O( n) in-degree, the worst-case update time is 
doomed to be O( n ). We will see, however, that in the model of random insert ions and 
deletions (see [10]), we can obtain polylogarithmic expected update time. We briefly 
recall the model of random updates. (For a detailed description, see [10].) 
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Consider any sequence u consisting of insert and delete operations. The signature u 
of u is defined as the string consisting of the symbols + and - such that the i-th symbol 
is a + (resp. -) Hf the i-th update operation of u is an insertion (resp. adeletion). 
Let V be the set of points involved in u. Then we say that u is a (V, u)-sequence. 

Signatures must satisfy certain obvious conditions to be valid [10], e.g. a point 
cannot be deleted if it is not present. 

Consider a set V of n points and a valid signature u. An update sequence u is 
called a random (V, u )-sequence if it is chosen from the uniform distribution on all 
(V, u)-sequences. We can also regard a random (V, u)-sequence as folIows. Read the 
string u from left to right. If the current symbol is +, then choose a random point 
of V that is not present yet and insert it. If the current symbol is -, then choose a 
random point that is present and delete it. 

Let u be a random (V, u )-sequence. For each i, let Pi denote the point of V that is 
involved in the i-th update of u, let Vi denote the set of points in V that are "present" 
at the start of the i-th update, and let ni denote the size of Vi. (Note that ni is 
completely determined by u.) Then Mulmuley observes that 

1. Pi is a random point of V, and 

2. Vi is a random subset of V of size ni. 

Let S be a set of n points in m.d • We first show how to maintain the graph 9(S, k) 
under insertions and deletions. 

If we insert a point q into S, then we have to compute all edges in 9(S U {q}, k) 
having q as a source or a sink. Also, some edges have to be removed from the graph. 
The edges with source q can be found using the data structure of Lemma 3. The 
following observation indicates how the edges with sink q can be found. 

Observation 1 Let q E m.d 
\ S, and let C be a cone 01 C. Let p be any point 01 S 

such that q E Cp or, equivalently, p E -Cq • 

1. 11 

(a) there is no edge (p, r) in 9(S, k) such that r E Cp , or 

(b) there is an edge (p, r) in 9( S, k) such that r E Cp and the projection 01 q 
onto lcoP is closer to p than the projection 01 r onto IcoP' 

then the graph 9( S U {q}, k) contains an edge /rom p to q. 

2. 11 there is an edge (p, r) in 9( S, k) such that r E Cp and the projection 01 r onto 
lc,p is closer to p than the projection 01 q onto lc,p, then the graph 9(S U {q}, k) 
does not contain an edge /rom p to q. 

3. 11 there is an edge (p, r) in 9( S, k) such that r E Cp and the projections 01 q and 
r onto lc,p are at the same distance /rom p, then there is no need to add an edge 
/rom p to q when q is inserted into S. 
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Similarly, if we delete a point q !rom S, then we have to delete all edges having q 
as a source or a sink. Deleting the edges with source q does not cause any problems. 
For any deleted edge (p, q)-having q as its sink-however, we have to find a new edge 
(p, r) such that r E Cl" C being the co ne such that q E Cl'. 

This discussion suggests the following data structure for maintaining the graph 
8(S, k). 

1. We store the graph G = 8( S, k). With each point p of S, we store a dictionary 
containing all points q of S, such that (p, q) is an edge of G, and a dictionary 
containing all points r of S such that (r,p) is an edge of G. (The elements in 
these dictionaries are sorted by any ordering, e.g. by their names.) 

2. For each cone C of C, we store the data structure Tc of Lemma 3 for the points 
of S. 

3. For each cone C of C, we store a (d + 1)-layer data structure Tb for the points 
of S, which is defined as follows. (See Figure 5.) 

Recall the coordinates p~,p~, ... 'P~+l that we defined in Section 2. (These co
ordinates depend on C.) 

We store the points of S in a (d+ 1)-layer data structure Tb, where each layer-j 
tree stores points sorted by their pi-coordinates, 1 ~ j ~ d.With each node 'U 

of each layer-d tree, we store the following additional information. Let Sv be the 
subset of S that is stored in the subtree of 'U. We store with 'U two layer-( d + 1) 
trees: 

(a) a balanced binary search tree T;' storing all points p of Sv such that 9(S, k) 
does not contain an edge with source p and sink in Cl'. These points are 
stored in the leaves of the tree, sorted by their P~+l-coordinates. (In fact, 
any ordering can be taken, because we only use T;' as a dictionary.) 

(b) a balanced binary search tree T~ for the points in the set 

{rP E Cl' n S : pE Sv and 9(S, k) contains an edge !rom p to rp }. 

These points are stored in the leaves of the tree, sorted by their (rp)~+l
coordinates. Moreover, the leaves are linked by pointers. 

Having defined the data structure, we can give the update algorithms. Suppose we 
want to insert a point q. Assume w.l.o.g. that q f/. S. 

1. For each cone C of C, we do the following: 

(a) We use the data structure Tc to compute a point pin cqns whose projection 
onto lC,q is closest to q. If P exists, then we insert the edge (q,p) into G. 

(b) We insert q into Tc. 

(c) We insert q into Tb: We search for q in the first d layers. For each node 'U 

on the search path that belongs to a layer-d tree (there are O(logd n) such 
nodes), 
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Figure 5: illustration of the (d + 1 )-layered data structure Tc for the case d = 2. 

• if p does not exist, then we insert q into T~, 
• if p exists, then we insert p-being the point rq-into T:. 

Finally, we insert q into all layer-j trees of Tc, 1 ::; j ::; d, into which it 
belongs and, if necessary, rebalance the data structure. 

2. For each cone C of C, we do the following: 

(a) We compute a set of O(logd n) canonical nodes of layer-d trees in Tc such 
that all sets stored in the subtrees of these nodes partition the set of all 
points of S \ {q} that are contained in the cone -Cq • 

(b) For each of these nodes v, 

• we take all points stored in the layer-( d + 1) tree T~. For each such 
point p, we insert the edge (p, q) into G. 

• we will along the leaves of the layer-( d + 1) tree T;, from right to left. 
For each point rP encountered such that (rP )d+1 > qd+1' we replace the 
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edge (p, rP ) in G by (p, q). 

( c) For each edge (p, q) added to G in Step 2(b), we search for p in the first d 
layers of Tb. For each node w on the search path that belongs to a layer-d 
tree, 

• if prior to the insertion of q there was no edge with source p and sink in 
Cp , then we delete p from the layer-( d + 1) tree T~, and insert q-being 
the point rP-into the corresponding tree Tl' 

• if prior to the insertion of q there was an edge with source p and sink 
in Cp , then we replace the occurrence of rP in Tl by q-being the new 
point rP. 

The deletion algorithm is similar. Suppose we want to delete a point q from S. 

1. We delete all edges from G having q as its source. (Note that each such edge is 
stored twice, see item 1 of the definition of the data structure.) 

2. For each co ne C of C, we do the following: 

(a) We delete q from Tc. 

(b) We search for q in the first d layers of Tb. For each node u on the search 
path that belongs to a layer-d tree, 

• if q is contained in the tree T~, then we delete it, 

• otherwise, we delete r q from the tree Tl' 
Finally, we delete q from all layer-j trees of Tb, 1 ::::; j < d, in which it 
occurs and, if necessary, rebalance the data structure. 

3. We delete all edges from G having q as its sink. For each such edge (p, q), let C 
be the cone such that q E Cp • Then we do the following: 

(a) We use the data structure Tc and compute a point q' in Cp n S whose 
projection onto lc,p is closest to p. If q' exists, then we insert the edge 
(p, q') into G. 

(b) We search for p in the first d layers of Tb. For each node v on the search 
path that belongs to a layer-d tree, 

• if q' does not exist, then we insert p into the tree T~ and delete q-being 
the old point rP-from T;, 

• if q' exists, then we replace the occurrence of q in T;-being the old 
point rP-by q'-which is the new point rP. 

This concludes the description of the update algorithms. It is not difficult to see 
that these algorithms correct1y maintain the graph 9( S, k) and the corresponding data 
structures Tc and Tb. The complete data structure has size O((cfB)d-lnlogdn). 

We analyze the update time. Consider again the insertion algorithm. By Lemma 3, 
Step 1( a) takes O(logd n) time and Step l(b) takes O(1ogd n) amortized time, per 
cone C. U sing dynamic fractional cascading [9], Step 1( c) takes O(logd n log log n) 
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amortized time per cone C. Hence, the total amortized time for Step 1 is bounded by 
O( (cl 8)d-t logd n log log n). 

To estimate the time for Step 2, we fix a cone C. Step 2( a) takes O(logd n) time. 
Let De denote the number of edges in the graph e( S U {q}, k) with sink q and source 
in -Cq• Then Step 2(b) takes O(De log n) time. Using dynamic fractional cascading, 
Step 2( c) takes O(logd n log log n) amortized time for each of the De points p. It 
follows that the total amortized time for Step 2 is bounded by 0(( cl 8)d-t logd n + 
Ee De logd n log log n). 

Let D denote the in-degree of the new point q in the graph e(S U {q},k). Then 
D = Ee De and the total amortized time of the insertion algorithm is bounded by 

o (((cI8)d-t + D) logd nlog log n) . 
By similar arguments, it follows that the amortized deletion time is bounded by the 
same quantity, now D being the in-degree of q in the graph e(S,k). 

Note that these update times hold for any update. In the worst-case, the value of 
D can be n - 1. The following lemma sh,ows that for a random update, the expected 
value of D is small. 

Lemma 7 Let V be a set 0/ points in IRd and let S be a random subset 0/ V 0/ 
size n. Let q be a random point 0/ V. Then the expected in-degree 0/ q in the graph 
e(S U {q},k) is at most equal to the number 0/ cones in C. 

Proof: Let m denote the number of cones and let n' denote the size of S U {q}. Note 
that n' is equal to n or n + 1. The graph e(S U {q},k) contains at most mn' edges. 
Hence, the average in-degree in this graph is at most m. Since q is a random point in 
S U {q}, the claim folIows .• 

Consider a random (V, (j )-sequence. If S is the set of points at the start of the i-th 
update operation, then S is a random subset of V. Also, if q is the point involved in 
the i-th update, then q is a random point of V. Hence the expected value of D is at 
most equal to the number of cones in C. This proves: 

Lemma 8 Using a data structure 0/ size O((cI8)d-tn logdn ), we can maintain the 
graph e( S, k) in 0(( cl 8)d-t logd n log log n) expected amortized time per random up
date. 

Recall that the skip list spanner, SLS(S,k), consists of e-graphs at levels, 1 ::; i ::; 
h. For each level i of SLS(S,k), we maintain the data structure described above for 
the points of Si. (By a trivial extension, we do not only maintain the graph e( Si, k), 
but also its reverse e'( Si, k).) 

To insert a point q, we flip our coin and determine the number of levels into which 
q has to be inserted. If this number is l, then we use the insertion algorithm given 
above to insert q into the augmented e-graphs corresponding to the levels 1,2, ... , l. 

To delete a point q, we use the deletion algorithm given above to delete q from all 
augmented e-graphs in which it occurs. 
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To analyze the update time, suppose we update the augmented 8-graph of level 
i. Since Si is a random subset of S, which in turn is a random subset of V, Lemma 7 
also holds for the graph that is stored at level i. Also, note that during an update, 
we update a constant expected number of levels. Therefore, Lemma 8 implies that 
the expected amortized update time of the augmented skip list spanner is bounded by 
O( (cl O)d-l logd n log log n) per random update. 

We have proved our final result: 

Theorem 3 Let k > 8 be an integer, let 0 = 27r I k and let S be a set of n points in 
IRd • Using a data structure of expected size O((eIO)d-lnlogd n ), we ean maintain the 
skip list spanner SLS (S, k) under random insertions and deletions, in an amount of 
O((eIO)d-llogdnloglogn) expected amortized time per random update. 

H ere, the expectation is taken over all eoin flips that are used to build the skip list 
spanner and to determine the update sequenee. 

5 Concluding remarks 

We have presented randomized algorithms for constructing at-spanner with an ex
pected number of O( n) edges and O(log n) expected spanner diameter. This spanner 
can be constructed in O(nlogd- 1 n) expected time. For any pair p and q of points, a 
t-spanner path hom p to q, containing an expected number of O(log n) edges, can be 
constructed in O(1og n) expected time. All these bounds hold with high prob ability. 

After augmenting this spanner with an additional data structure of size O(nlogd n), 
we can maintain it in the model of random updates, in o (logd n log log n) expected 
amortized time per random insertion and deletion. 

In [1], we give a deterministic construction for t-spanners of O(log n) spanner di
ameter that is based on the well-separated pair decompositions of [3]. It is not known, 
however, how to maintain these spanners under insertions and deletions. 

We leave open the problem of providing dynamic spanners which can be efficiently 
updated for arbitrary updates. 
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